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UNITED STA TES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTIO~ AGENCY 

WASHINGTON. D c 20460 

July 27, 1987 SAB-AAC-87-035 

Honorable Lee M. Thcrnas 
Administrator 
u.s. Envirorrnental Protection Agency 
401 M Street, s.w. 
Washington, O.C. 20460 

i:ear Mr. Thanas: 

,'JI f:'icl!'. Ot 
1'l-1€: 4,r;IMl~ISTl--r.TQi:;I 

The Radiation Advisory Camnittee of the Science Advisory Board has 
ccmpleted its review of the Office of Drinking water's evaluation of 
radionuclides in de-inking water <>.nd four draft criteria dOC1JIT1ents that 
support this evaluation, including Man-Made Radionuclide Occurre~ce, 
Radium, Radon and Uranium. 

At the request of the Office of Drinking Water, the Ccrnmittee address~>d 
four issues: the weighting factors to be used in effective dose equivalent 
calculation,s, the chanical toxicity and radiotoxicity ot uranium, the 
linearity·ot the dose-response curve for naturally occurring radionuclides, 
and the appr'Opriate use of the relative and absolute risk models. 

The Subccmmittee concludes that the Office ot Drinking water has 
developed scientifically ccmprehensive assessment documents. 'I'he basis· 
ot the risk estimates developed and the text describing it, however, 
shculd be as precise, clear and consistent as possible. '!'he documents 
should include-<>. clearer exposition of the basis for the risk esti.Jllates used, 
the concept of effective dose-equivalent and the weighting factors employed, 
More care and consistency in the use of quantities and units is recamrende<l. 
Discussion of these issues is presented in the attached report. 

The EPA has adopted the <;fte-::tive dose equivalent appcoach, which 
is a useful and applicable methodology in lTDSt circumstances involving 
radionuclides in water. A notable exception is radium, where the direct 
n~n information differs ve'Cj significantly fran risks derived fran the 
etfective dose ·equivalent concept. 
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The COnmittee appreciates the opportunity to present its scientific 
views and is prepared to provide additional assistance that the Agency 
requests. We request that the Agency officially respond to the attached 
report, indicating which of the re~ndations the Office of Drinking 
water plans to accept or reject. 

Norton Nelson 
Chairroan 
Science Advisory Board 
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NOTICE 

Tnis report has been written as a part of the activities of the 
science l\dvisory Board, a public advisory group providing extramural 
scientific infoi:rnation and advice to the Administrator and other 
officials of the Environmental Protection J>qency. 'Ihe Board is struc
tured to ·provide a balanced expert assessment of scientific issues re
lated to problems facing the J>qency. This report has not been reviewed 
for approval by the Agency and, hence, the contents of the report do 
not necessarily represent the views and policies of the Enviroruiental 
Protection Agency, nor of other agencies in the Executive Branch of the 
Federal government, nor does mention of trade names or cormercial products 
constitute endorsement or recanrrendation for use. 
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I. Introduction 

On January 15, 1986 EPA's Office .of Drinking water (OCW) officially 
requested the Science Advisory Board (SAB) to conduct a review of a number 
of scientific issues related to its evaluation of radionuclides in drinking 
water. 'D1e SAB ExecJtive Canmittee considered and accepted this reqvest 
and authorized Lts Radiation Advisory Camnittee to carry out the review. 
'D1e latter Ccmmittee forned a Drinking Water Subcanmittee to fulfill the 
Executive Camnittee's charge. 

The Subcanmittee subsequently received the follcwing ~nts fran Oa<I: 

o Radionuclides in Drinking water (for publication in the Federal 
Register) 

o Criteria Dxument on Man-Made Radionuclides 
o Criteria D:>cument for uranium 
o Cri teda D:>cument for Radium 
o Criteria Ibcument for Radon 
o Office of Drinking Water's January 15, 1986 Memorandum, "Request 

tor Review of Scientific Basis of Proposed Recomended Maximum 
Contaninant Levels for Radionuclides in Drinking water" (see 
Appendix I) that includes four issues for review. 

The members of the Subconmittee examined these documents according 
to individual assignments based on their expertise. 'D1ey prepared written 
coments on rrost of than prior to the open meeti:-q in Washirqton on 
September 25-26, 1986. Dr. Abrahairso;i was unable to attend this nl*ting. 

The 5Ubconmittee developed its report in three parts. These include: 

o Responses to the four issues raised by the Office of 
Drinking Water. 

o General catlllents on the docume;its and the review as a whole 
o Technical and editorial canments on each of technical documents 

Individual rrembers of the Subcanmittee have also prepared detailed pa;ie-by
page editorial canments that have already been forwarded to the Off ice of 
Drinkirq water. 

II. Responses To The ~'our Issues Raised By The Office Of Drinking Water 

Issue #1. "In the calculation ot the effective dose equivalent, shoold 
the weightir.~ factors developed by the !CRP or those developed by EPA based 

_on SEIR III be used?" 

The Subccrnmi.ttee concludes that the ICRP weightir.;i factors shruld he 
used in their oi·i9inal form because they are well established, and widely 
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published and used. Furthernore, they have not been invalidated in any 
way, and they include a canponent for genetic risk. Also, they fonn the 
basis of ICRP 30, Annual Limits of Intake of Radionuclides by Workers, 
and these ai:e used dii:ectly by EPA. 

The EPA weighting factors, altho..tgh in sone respects more traceable 
to original data than are those of the ICRP, ai:e not as well established or 
widely k.~cwn, and they have not been thoro..tghly published and justified. 
1hey do not include a ccrnponent for genetic risk. Furthernore, their 
application would not alter the results obtained for drinking water in a 
significant way, except perhaps for bone. However, the Subca:nmittee notes 
that ICRP weighting factors express a i:esult for radium =re consistent 
with human data. It is not clear why !!Ore than one set of weighting 
factors is necessary. 

Issue #2. "Are the radiotoxic health effects of ingested uranium 
sufficiently well substantiated to be used as the basis of a regulation? 
Should uranium be in category A (of EPA's risk assessment guidelines for 
cancer) and on what basis? D:l ya..i agree with the non-radiotoxicity 
health assessment?" 

The Subca:nmittee considers that the radiotoxic health affects of ura.~ium 
(renal effects) are not sufficiently well substantiated to form the 
scientific basis of r<:<gulation, but uranium sha.ild be in Category A on a 
presU!red (but not dem.'.)nstrated) likelihood of carcinogenesis. The Subc<:m
mittee agre"1S with the non-radiotoxicity health assessment and concludes 
that chemical toxicity should constitute the scientific basis used for 
regula t io:Y. 

Issue #3. "Is the dose-resp::mse curve foi:: naturally occui::i::ing 
radionuclides lin"1ai::?" 

The Subcanmittee agrees that lineai::ity for naturally occuri::i:'k,J 
alpha emitters is appropriate in the dose range of interest. 

Issue #4. "Should the i::elat1ve or absolute i::isk model value be used?" 

The Subcanmittee believes there are no data enabling a clear 
scientific choice of i::elative and absolute risk r.vdels for rrost cancers 
but the recc:rtrnendation made in the October 28, 1985 report t7f the Radiation 
Advisory canmi.ttee in its review of low-level radioactiv~ waste dis?=>Sal 
standards, namely that the i::isk model considered rrost appropriate for. the 
specific disease be ;;applied rather than averaging, is supported l:rj the 

· Subcanmittee •. Thus, the absolute risk m:xiel should ~ used for leukemia 
and bone cancer ~nd the relative risk model for other sites identified 
as associated with radiation induction. The Subcanmittee notes that 
averagirg could be conducted in many different ways, and introduce new 
ccmplexities. 
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III. Camients on the Office of Drinkit!l Water's Draft Criteria DOcUments 

A. General Camrents 

1. The Subconmittee believes that the choice of risk estimates in the 
doc.Jl!lilnts is not sufficiently clear. All the numbers used should be clari
fied in tet:rnS of their references and scientific justification, and they 
should be consistently applied. 'Dlough the BEIR III (1980) and BEIR (1972) 
reports are referred to as the source of sane estimates, considerable reli
a:ice was also placed on two documants--"Radionuclides: Background Infoi:mation 
Document for Final Rules, Volumes I a:id II" (EPA 520/1-84-022-1 and 2)--
that were not referenced in soma criteria documants. 'Dle Subcanmittee also 
has sane concerns about the choice of the risk coefficient, which seanect to 
be 200 deaths/100,000 pecple for 0,1 ran/y for a life ti.Ire exposure (BEIR !), 
Ulis number agrees with a linear linear mxlel result fr.cm BEIR III and is 
described in one document as a "safe" or prudent assumption for regulatory 
purposes. This choice corresponds to about 3 x 10-4/ran and is high canpared 
with the preferred linear-quadratic estimates in BEIR III (1980) or those in 
UNSCEAR 1977. 

2. The concept of the effective dose equivalent (of ICRP) sha.ild be ex
plained carefully as it has a central role in the documents. Also, the 
documents shculd clai?:"fy the difference between effective dose equivalent 
and dose equivalent. 

3. Mare clarity is needed in pcesenting equations concerned with quanti
ties such as absorbed dose, dose equivalent and quality factor. 'Dlere is 
also altecnating use between conventional and Standard International (SI) 
units. EPA should consider placing conventional units first with the SI 
equivalent in brackets, and to use conventio:ial units in tables with a foot
note on SI equivalents. 

4. The organization of sane of the documents and tables co.ild be i..roproved, 
As far as possible, a logical sequence in the documents should be followed 
that might take the follOliing fom: metabolism and toxicolcqy ~ concentration 
--~ dosilretry ~-7> risk. As for the tables in Radionuclides in Drinking 
Watec, Appendix D, the first column begins with risk numbers, whereas these 
should logically be located in the last column. 

B. Technical and Editorial Canrrents 

Radionuclides in Drinking Water 

1. 'Dlis document _shculd present a clearer exposition for the basis 
of the cisk estl.!nqtes used, the concept of effective dose equivalent and the 
weighting factors .enployed. None of these are sufficiently clear and well 
developed i:i the draft reviewed t1{ the SubcCl!lllittee. The Subccrnmittee under
sta:ids the concept of etfective dose equivalent and the use of weightiny 
factors, but it recanrrends additional clarification because of the widespread 
use of 'the documents t1{ scientific and non-scientific personnel. 

• 
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2. 'llle Subcomnittee supports the Off ice of Drinking water's adC{>tion 
of the effective dose equivalent approach, a useful and applicable methodology 
in nest circumstances involving radionuclides in water. A notable exception 
is radium where direct human obset:Vation ·differs significantly fran risks 
derived from the effective dose equivalent concept. It is essential that the 
human data be fully discussed and made clear, SOne rrodification will also be 
necessary for uranium since the EPA radiological risk estimates are based 
on radium. 

3. Evidence of internal inconsistences in SC1t1e of the tables (in Appendix 
D, for example) are noted in the detailed comrents and in discussion. All 
tat:.ular data should be carefully examined and revised where inconsistences 
occur. 

4. Many available analytical procedures are equal or better than those 
presented in the document. EPA should consider using performance specifica
tions for the procedures rather than prescribing a specific method. 

Man-Made Radionuclides 

l, The statanent on Page I-2 concerning isotope concentrations that 
"can produca a dose equivalent of 4 rnrern/yr whole-body radiation" is likely 
to confuse the reader because it actually refers to effective dose equivalent 
(ED!::). The EDE concept should be introduced here and used in the document to 
avoid confusion with "dose equivalent." 

2. ~e risk parameters in Table III-1 include scrne unclear choices: a 
latency period of 10 years for lung cancer tut 15 years for other t'-l!Wrs of 
soft tissues; a Q of 1 for breast and thyroid, 20 for leukemia, and 10 for 
all others. The doCUlt>Olnt should present a rationale for these choices or, 
possibly, they should be reconsidered. 

3, The tables of radionuclide concentrations are developed on the !:>asis 
of risk equal to that fran a whole-body dose rate of 4 mre:n/yr. No rationale 
is given for using this basis, only the risk estimate of 8 excess cancers 
(lifetime) per 100,000 pecple. EPA sho..ild consider alternatives, such as 
5 mran/yr and 10 excess cancers or 1 mrem/yr and 2 excess cancers. The 
rationale for choosing 4 !'lI'ern/yr sho..ild be stated. 

4. In Table III-8, the Ca19<lrison with ICRP 30 shews agreeirent within c 
factor of 2 for the beta emitters except for 13lr; scrne explanation for the 
large difference for 131r should be given. 

5. In the section on analytical procedures, it is not clear whether- or 
not these methods ar-e r-ecanrrended or prescribed. 'llle SubcCll'lllittee believes 
that the principal r-equir-ement should be per-formance because better- procedures 
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may becare available, and merely following a written procedure does not 
insure that adequate data will be obtained. 

6. Unexplained inconsistencies between this docament and the dOCU11ents 
on radium and uranium are noted as follcws: 

a. 'Ihe organ weighting factors frcm Table III-1 of this doCUITent 
differed Eran those given in Part VIII of the radium a:1d ara:1ium 
documents. 

b. For chronic exposure, the radiation dose rates at specified times 
times after birth are used in this document for estimates of life
time risks, but the cadium and uranium dOClJIOOnts ase a constant 
radiation dose rate throughout life equal to that attained after 
70 years of intake. , 

uranium 

1. 'Ihere needs to be m:ice emphasis on the factocs, or- range of factors, 
caccied over frcrn o:1e section to another. This could be done by tabulation 
or s<Jl"llllarization at the end of appropriate sections. 

2. The ·.ieighting factocs attrib..tted to 9EIR III should be credited to 
EPA instead. The genecal method of deciving these new factors should be stated 
bcief ly in each document. 

3. The -uranium do<..ument, in particular, is based on secondar.y sources. 
So11e references to the primary litecature would be helpful. 

4. The lack. of evid~nce foe carcinogenesis is prqierly emphasized in 
Section VII oot needs to be ::epeated at the top of Page VIII-3. 

Radium 

1. The Or<Jan risk. esti.rl1ates in Tables VI!~-1 and VIII-2 are inconsistent 
with the Eftective D:lse Equivalent cates for the organs; it seems evident 
that the or9an weights shewn in the tables were not ased to estimate the organ 
cisk.s. 

2. The high risk. estilnates for leuk.einia and soft-tissue cancers relative 
to bone cancer (Part VIII) ace contradicted by epidemiolcgical stadies of 
radium dial painters, '~oci:1<J whon only bone cancers and head carcincrnas were 
fou."1d in excess over nor;i:nal rates (cf. Part VI.B) 

3, contrary to ,;tatanents i:1 Part VIII, dose-response data on non-stochastic 
effects of radium are available for humans (Evans, R. D., 19661 Keane et. al., 
1983). The p:issibility that :'Ion-stochastic effects may impose dose limitations 
should be considered (cf, Schle:1k.er, R. A., 1984) in the Radium doC\Jlll9nt. 

4. The verbatim repetition in Part VII of material in Part III a:1d Part vr.c 
seems ·u:1necessary. 
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5. The section on "acute" health effects (Vl.E) is really a general des
cription of all radiation effects. It seems out of place as a subsection of 
radium effects and would be !!Pre suitable as an appendix. Also, this section 
omits the acute effects that actually have been ascribed to ingestion of large 
anPunts of radium (e.g., blood dyscrasias and necrosis of the jaw bone) in 
early papers on radium dial painters. 

Radon 

1. There needs to be more emphasis on the factors, or range of factors, 
carried over fran one section to another. lllis could be done by tabulation 
or summarization at the end of apprq;iriate sections. 

2. llle radon exposure fran water derives fran its darestic uses, not from 
drinking water. This could be anphasizect further, possibly by uSirYJ the term 
"drinking and darestic water supplies." 

3. The weighting factors attributed to BEIR III shwld be credited to EPA 
instead. The general method of deriving these new factors should be stated 
briefly in each document. 



Af'h:'.';DIX I 

UNITEO STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, O.C. 2.0460 

JAN I OFFICE OF 
WA.1'£R 

MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: Request for Review of Scientific Basis .of Proposed 
Recommend d Maximum Contaminant Levels for Radionuclides 
in Drink ng Water 

PROM: Jo 
Cr ODW CWH-550) 

TO: Terry Yosie, Director 
Science Advisory Board (A-101) 

I request .that the SAB review the scientific basis of 
the proposed Recommended Maximum Contaminant Levels (RMCLs) 
for radionuclides in drinking water. In addition, I request 
that we be placed on the agenda for the SAB meeting in Las 
Vegas on January 21-22, 1986 to give an overview of the 
proposed RMCLs for radionuclides in drinking water and to 
discuss the specific scientific areas upon which we would 
like SAB to focus. 

The Off ice of Drinking Water is currently developing the 
~evised National Primary Drinking Water Regulations for 
orinking Water. The third phase of this rule-making process 
involves_the·development of regulations for radionuclides in 
drinking water. We are developing these regulations in two 
steps. first, we propose RMCLs, which are non-enforceable 
health goals that are set at levels that would result in no 
known or anticipated adverse health effects and which allow 
an adequate margin of safety. When the ~MCLs have been 
oublished as a final rule, we take the second steo of 
i:>roposing a Ma'iclmum Contaminant Level (MCL). MCLs a·r~ enforce
able standards and must be set as close to RM.CLs as is feasible. 
Feasible means· ftwith the use of the best technology, treatment 
~echnicues and other means, which the Administrat~r :inds are 
generaily available (taking costs into consideratio~i·. 
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-A proposal has been developed for R~CLs for radionuclides 
in drinking water. The proposal has cleared the red border 
review pracess and will be sent to the Office of Management 
and.Budget this month. Publication of the proposed RMCL's 
in the Federal Register is anticipa.ted in March l~SS. The 
final RMCL and the proposed MCL are scheduled to be published 
in the Spring of 1987. 

Support docum~nts required in the regulatory process 
that summarize the occurrence and potential health effects of 
radionuclides in drinking water, are available for SAS review. 
These documents include: health effects criteria ··documents on 
radium, uranium, radon and man-made radionuclides; the proceed
ings of the National Workshop on Radioactivity in Orinking 
Water (the May 1985 issue of the Journal Health Physics); 
various scientific publications. 

I would like the Science Advisory Board to review the 
scientific basis of the procosed RMCLs and to specifically 
focus on the four questions that are attached. A brief 
state'ltent on OOW's current position is pr"ovided for each 

·question that indicates the approach we are now taking. Much 
of the detailed analysis relating to these four questions 
and ct.her possible questions are contained i11 the documentatiol'l 
described above; we would be happy to provide any or all the 
ava,i.lable documentation to SAB membets. 

In'addition, I would like to encourage the SAa to consider 
two specific needs in our development.of the rules for the 
RMCLs and MCLs. We have an interest in the epidemiology 
studies of indoor air radon levels and their relationship to 
lung cancers. Also, we have some concern about the current 
data base relating drinking water levels of radon to indoor 
air levels. · 

It is mY understanding that the S~B will he reviewing 
the protocol for the epidemiology study in the northeast 
involving the Maine Me!ical Cent~r, the State of Maine, and 
the university of Maine. We would like to add our support to 
this study and your review of it since the results will be most 
useful to us • 

. ' 
The largest contribution to uncertainty for the esti~ated 

population risk due to radon in drinking water is the numerical 
relationship between drinking water concentrations and indoor 
air concentrations. The existing data base ear this numeric~l 
relationship is somewhat weak. The sup9ort of the S~B wou!d ~e 
a99reciated in enc::>ur9.qing O::?."'.'s Of5ice of Research and :::leve!:JQ'ne'1: 
t~ conduct ~ st~dy ~~~a=~~in; this ~a~~ ~ase. 
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If you hot..¥e any questions or desire further information, 
please let me know or call Dr. Rick Cothern at (202)382-7584. 

cc: Rich Guimond, ORP (ANR-460C) 
.oave Janes, ORP (ANR-460C) 

. ' 



SCIENTIFIC QUESTIONS RELATING TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
REVISED REGULATIONS FOR RAOIONUCLIDES IN DRINKING WATSR 

Question •l In the calculation of t~e effective dose equivalent, 
should the weighting factnrs developed by the ICR? or those 
develpped by EPA based on 3EIR III be used? 

Current ODW Position The ICRP weighting fac~ors relate 
to occupational exposure. There are some minor adjustments 
needed for these factors to best describe the possible resoonses 
to qeneral environmental exoosure. The BEIR III based weiqhting 
factors describe the qeneral environmental exnosure more 
comp.lately. This aoproach follows that used in ORP' s background 
document for the development of the Clean Air A.ct requlations 
and is the same as that being used in the develoo~ent by ORP 
of the low level radioactive waste standard. (See attached 
table from the Health Criteria Oocument on "!an-Made Radionuclicles 
that qives some idea of the difference due to the choice of 
different weightinq factors) 

Question t2 ' Are the radiotoxic health effects of ingested 
uranium sufficiently well substantiated to be used as the 
basis of a regulation? Should urani\ll!I be in category A and 
on what basis? Do you agree- with the non·-radiotoxicity 
health assessment? 

Current ODW Position !>.lthough di:::-~ct ep'ide'lliology studieo; 
have not bten·conducted for uranium, it is known to be a bone 
seeker and thus its radiotoxicity would oe expected to be 
simil~r. to that af radium. For this· reason, we feel it should 
be in Category A (a known number of carcinogen under l'.:1'A guidelines) 
and can be used as the basis of regulation. 

The p.rimary chemically toxic effect of natural uranium 
is on the kidneys. The possible standard based on this non
radioactive health effect or Adjusted Acceptable Daily Intake 
for urani\ll!I .is t,;O micrograms/! as shown below assur<ting a 70 
kg adult _consuming 2 li.ters of. water per day. The cal.culation 
i.s: 

,l,AOI "'· 
(safety f.actol:'i(water consumption/day)(hWllan fi.J 

Cl mo/kg/dav)(0.01)70 kgl 
(150(2 1 day) (O.Sl 

= 60 micrograms/l or 40 pCi/l frounded off to one 
si~nificant fiaurel 

Inclu<:leci in the above det-ermination of the AAnI for ur'lniu"1 
is a no obset:"ved adv_et:"se eEfect level (:-.OAEL) of 1 '11Q/k::/r.ay., 
a safety factor of l'.l() sinoe only ani:nal ciata is use".!, a'1i"'1'11 
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uptake of 1%, and human uptake of 5%. 
Question tJ t& the dose-response curve for naturally occurrinq 
radionucl1des linear? 

current ODW Position The BEIR III reports that there is 
some ·evidence that the dose-response curve for aloha emitters 
may be supralinear. The evidence for radium allows for the 
possibility of linear or a quadratic dose-reoonse-curve. ~s 
a scientific policy, we have assumed linearity. 

Question t4 Should the relative or absolute risk model 
value be used? 

Current OOW Position As the ORP does, we average the 
values pred1cted by the relative and absolute risk models. 

. ' 
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Table III-8* Drinking water concentrations corresponding to a 

dose of 4 mrem/yr for selected nuclides comparing the results 

using two different organ risk coefficients; viz, the ICRP 30 set 

and the set used in the calculations for the present document 

based on 8IE~ III. 

Concentration in PCi/L correspo'1dinq 
tn ·a dose of 4 mrem/yr using: 

'luclide ICRP 30 BEIR III/USEPA 

3H 89,000 88,000 

58co l,::'.1~. :200 

60co 21n 240 

89sr 680 880 

90sr 41 46 

l29r 20 14 

134cs 74 77 

l37cs 110 110 

239i>u 13 39 

241Am 2.5 1.9 

* From the Draft Criteria Document for man-made radionuclides 
in drinking water • 

. .. 




